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Physics is the understanding of the laws of nature. Knowledge of these laws not only
enables an understanding of the world around us, but is increasingly improving our
interaction with it. For instance, technology is the applied use of this knowledge to
facilitate communication (GPS, internet), improve quality of life (intelligent TV), and
even save lives (MRI). Surprisingly, many people hold fallacious views on the laws of
physics, even for simple effects on common, everyday objects. At the other end of the
spectrum are experts in physics who perceive gravity as the consequence of curvature
of spacetime. The present paper reviews the literature on physics cognition, taking into
account key features distinguishing novices from experts to illustrate, theoretically,
how education can be effectively geared towards bridging this gap. Of central
importance is the fact that physics delves primarily into mathematical concepts. We
argue that adequately matching mathematics and physics education supports a parallel
evolution of mathematical understanding and its applications in physics; crucial to the
development of young scientists and future citizens.

Philippe Chassy, Jessica Jones

Naive physics
Despite the fact that people observe and interact with countless
types of objects on a daily basis, assumptions about the effects of
forces - or lack of forces – on objects are surprisingly inaccurate, as
many studies illustrate erroneous beliefs that people commonly hold.1–
3
Such misconceptions have been aptly referred to in the literature as
naïve physics.4 McCloskey et al.,1 highlighted wrong beliefs about
the laws of nature through a study which tasked participants with
estimating the trajectory of a metal ball when shot through a curved
tube, and the path in which a spinning ball should fall to the ground.
Results revealed that nearly half of people with no formal education
in physics wrongly assumed the shot ball would follow a curved path,
and a third of the participants guessed incorrectly that the falling ball
would follow a curved path to the ground. Their results led the authors
to suggest that rather than just a mere lack of knowledge, people
actually have erroneous preconceptions about motion, developing and
applying naïve laws to the behaviors of objects. McCloskey et al.,2
further exposed misconceptions on motion, such as the commonlyheld belief that an object – if dropped by a moving carrier - will fall
to the ground in a straight line. Although the laws of motion entail
that such an object should fall to the ground in an arc, over half of
participants believed that the ball would either fall in a straight line
(49%) or backwards (6%). In another field of classical mechanics,
naïve notions have also been documented in ideas about speed.3,5 More
recently, naïve beliefs about reflection have been exposed.6,7 Due to
the centrality of physics principles in the design of cars, aeroplanes,
medical devices, and many other crucial aspects of daily life, it is of
some concern that many beliefs regarding the order of the world in
which we live are wrong.

Physics expertise
Though it is well documented that people hold incorrect beliefs
about the basic principles of mechanics, other research has focused
on the opposite end of the spectrum: Physics expertise. In a seminal
experiment, Chi et al.,8 investigated physics knowledge, by comparing
the problem-solving abilities of advanced PhD physics students
with novice undergraduates in a series of tasks. While it was found
that novices categorize and approach problems based on literal,
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surface features, experts categorize and approach problems based on
underlying, abstract, physics principles. Such evidence supported the
idea that novices and experts use different levels of conceptualization
when building a representation. Not only do experts and novices in
physics attend to different aspects of a problem, i.e. surface features
vs. abstract principles, they also employ different approaches in
problem-solving; as where the novice typically works backwards, the
expert often works forwards.9 A key finding of Chi et al.’s research
is that knowledge has a profound influence on the ways in which an
expert approaches a problem within their domain of expertise, where
activated knowledge is used to process current information. Theories
of expert intuition which consider both the behavioral findings of
expertise development in addition to biological mechanisms, highlight
the central role of conceptual knowledge in quick problem-solving
within a broad range of fields of expertise. 10 Intuition in a domain
is achieved when an individual is able to ‘see’ the key features of a
situation, according to which a solution is rapidly retrieved. Rapid
recognition and accurate problem-solution is possible only when
the expert has developed highly sophisticated concepts, rich in both
abstract and concrete knowledge. Thus, intuitive problem-solving in
a domain requires accumulation of a wealth of knowledge, and as
such increases as a function of expertise. In physics, most problems
are both posed and solved with mathematics. Hence, in order to
reach fluid problem-solving in physics, one must come to master the
necessary mathematical concepts describing the principle.

Mathematics in physics
In order to consider the progression from a naïve, novice level
in physics to the deep understanding displayed by the expert, it is
necessary to examine the type of knowledge needed to adequately
process abstract physics information. A deep, integrated understanding
of concepts in physics cannot exist without understanding their
mathematical descriptions. Let us consider, for example, the simple
laws of classical mechanics. The physics of a point is generally
described by a series of equations. The simplest one, usually introduced
early in the curriculum, is d = vt, where d is the distance travelled in
meters, v the speed in meters per second, and t is the time in seconds.
Students are typically asked to find either d or v, and are provided
with the other quantities. Thus, at the core of mastery of this simple
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equation lies a solid understanding of multiplication and division. This
concurrent mathematical understanding becomes more advanced in
line with the increasing complexity of physics concepts. For example,
to improve their understanding of classical mechanics further,
pupils and students need to learn more sophisticated mathematical
concepts like the derivative and the integration. Only then can they be
introduced to the notion of acceleration and the relationship between
acceleration, speed, and change of position. To take an example, from
the simplest formula of a falling object (air resistance being neglected),
y = – ½ gt² , with g = 9.81 m s −2 , students can learn position change
as a function of the g force on Earth. From this, they can play with
derivatives in order to construct an internal representation of how
speed varies as a function of time. The above highlights the central
fact that the accuracy of the mental representation of the law of motion
is embedded into the mathematical concepts describing it. Hence,
understanding the mathematical concept is central to understanding
the physics phenomenon. This simple example illustrates the fact that
physics, in describing reality, uses mathematical tools which, in turn,
offer an accurate description of reality. This point holds true for all
physics principles. The theory of electromagnetism is dominated by
the Maxwell equations, Einstein’s equations describe the law of the
universe at the highest scale, and quantum mechanics describes the
behaviour of particles at the smallest end of the scale. In short, the
tight link between mathematics and physics can be found at every
corner.

Expertise acquisition
A key question concerning education in physics is how long it
actually takes to gain a good understanding of physics principles.
A sound, immediate understanding of physics is reached when the
main features of a difficult problem are identified and a solution is
retrieved within seconds.10 As mentioned, intuition in physics is made
increasingly possible as a function of expertise. For those who reach
expert levels of performance, the bulk of the research indicates that
amongst all of the factors, it is training that plays the major role in
performance.11–13 The estimates are that, to reach expertise level, one
should dedicate around 10,000 hours to a given activity Ericsson et
al.,12 to acquire around 300,000 chunks of knowledge.11 This figure
may seem audacious at first sight. However, spread over several years,
such an accumulation of hours is in fact attainable. For instance,
consider a child enters primary school at 6, goes onto university at
around 18, and later completes a PhD (and hence reaches the highest
level of academic expertise) by the age of 26. With these figures in
mind, we can compute the number of days from the onset of primary
school education to completing the PhD to be 7,300 days (= 20 * 365,
neglecting leap years). Thus, over the 7,300 days of study, to achieve
10,000 hours’ worth of practice in physics (or any given domain), one
must dedicate approximately 1 hour 24 minutes per day; around 10
hours per week. This too, appears to involve a huge amount of work.
However, it is worth bearing in mind that these estimations pertain
to the highest levels of expertise. Likely, more common, practical
knowledge of physics will require less amounts of work. Irrespective
of the exact number of hours, the real concern within a given education
system should be how to best utilize the time dedicated to mathematics
and physics; whilst keeping in mind that performance is a function of
training, and thus more practice should increase performance.

Mathematical learning
Since mathematics is central to physics expertise, it is important
to consider how mathematical skills are acquired. Research on infants
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Starkey et al.,14 babies Antell et al.,15 and even animals strongly
suggests that both animals and humans naturally possess the ability
to distinguish quantities.16,17 Our basic form of number representation
arises from the Approximate Number System (ANS).18 The ANS
enables discrimination between sets of quantities; for example, it is
the system by which it seems obvious that ten items are more than
five. The system is not very accurate if it does not receive proper
training. Extensive evidence shows that it takes several years of
practice to actually master the natural numbers and that this ability is
usually predictive of later academic success in primary school level
mathematics. The ability to discriminate quantities has been shown to
evolve with age,19 indicating that the accuracy of the ANS sharpens
throughout development. In neurotypical developing children,
the ANS reaches high levels of acuity during early adolescence.19
Although studies confirm that precision occurs organically - as
shown across cultures with differences in education - ANS acuity
can be significantly improved through practice and education.20,21 The
notion of natural number, though initially supported by a hardwired
system, still requires populations of neurons to fine-tune their activity
through learning so as to respond to specific quantities. This system,
expressing concrete quantities, will then be used to construct more
complex mathematical knowledge, ultimately expressed in symbolic
format. The ever increasing complexity of the concepts increases the
volume and level of abstractedness of the semantic network holding
these concepts. Ultimately, the database of concepts can be used to
account for a wide variety of phenomena in physics.

Education in physics and mathematics
The important implication from the above is that the notion of
number - being the basis upon which all mathematical cognition rests
- is the crucial component in mathematical performance. From this,
it is feasible that an optimum strategy in mathematical educational
policy may be that, instead of overloading students with countless
concepts, teaching should begin slowly to ensure that the basic
representation of numbers and quantities has been appropriately
acquired before progressing onto more complex ideas. It is upon such
a solid base that further, more elaborated concepts, should rest. For
example, it has recently been shown that the notion of negativity,
used to represent abstract mathematical quantities such as negative
numbers, also recruits the region of the brain known to process
natural numbers.22 If the foundation of mathematical knowledge is
not robust, the store of abstract mathematical concepts will not enable
correct understanding of more complex, mathematical problems. If
teaching is adapted to the individual differences of students at the
earliest age, it should be possible to equip more people with a strong
basis of mathematics. Thus, encouraging a strong understanding of
the basics should engender more positive ideas towards mathematics,
increasing understanding and positively influencing learning within a
population. A flexible approach to maths in the early stages of learning
should reduce the number of pupils who disengage.
In line with this approach, physics education should also aim
to first cement a basic understanding, before exposure to more
advanced aspects. Following this, physics could be divided into its
conceptual and mathematical components. Though both are entwined
it is possible to separate them for pedagogic purposes. Specifically, it
would be advisable to initially present the conceptual aspect; allowing
the mind of the pupil to mature before the mathematics are presented.
Introducing concepts in physics early on in the curriculum, in parallel
with basic mathematics, should prevent the development of false
conceptions. As soon as possible thereafter, once conceptual aspects
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of physics problems and a basic understanding of math are likely
achieved, it is advisable to introduce the mathematical component of
a physics problem; allowing students to improve their understanding,
through seeing how quantities help to clarify the concepts and enable
problem-solving. Although students must first grasp conceptual
physics whilst being equipped with a solid basis of foundational
mathematics, the younger a pupil the better, since a developing brain
has a higher ability to absorb information than an average adult; and
so, a good balance of a student understands and their age is key to
the successful implementation of the suggested approach. Such
an approach should constitute a sound basis for future intuition in
physics.
The theoretical and empirical elements reported in the above
indicate that mathematics and physics should be deliberately taught in
parallel. It is crucial to take into account a pupil’s age to establish the
kinds of concepts, whether concrete or abstract, that they are able to
grasp. The education system should align the physics and mathematics
curricula in such a way that pupils can immediately make sense of the
mathematical concepts and their applications.23
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